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INTRODUCTION

amp.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Carlos Figueredo alvarez has contributed to the dictionary with 7 meanings that we have approved and collected in this
small book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not
hesitate to visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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buhonero
In Venezuela, the Peddler concept has taken on different meanings: the general is that which refers to a different vendor
and different genres, usually of low prices, which moves constantly especially in large concentrations of people 40 sites;
squares, churches, markets, fairs ). Also called so the seller to set a fixed site ( assigned by any agreed or municipal
authority among them ) It belongs to the so-called informal economy ( They are not included in the determination of the
product internal gross ) or registered. Another meaning is: 40 self-employed; works committees ) It acquires the goods
from a wholesaler ( In some cases it was their patron, ) and sells it on account of this in close public places or not, to the
headquarters of your provider.

camastros
In the State of Lara, Venezuela, " 34 cot; and in popular sense, we understand a rudimentary piece of furniture that is
transformed into bed, also a bed when already for prolonged use or damage, barely gives the expected service. We also
use the expression " camastron " to refer to a piece of furniture as the aforementioned but of bigger regular and by
extension it is applied to models discontinued, already passed fashion and large vehicles.

cesionar
Neologism, with the same meaning of " give ".Perhaps originated by referral from the concept " 34 assignee;  ( "
opposite assignor "  ) person upon whom rests the effect of the " 34 assignment;

la mechá
Mechá, with that graphia, can be a deformation of the word MECHADA.  . In some Venezuelan areas, syllable
suppression deformation is very common. Meat mechada is the meat, mostly vaccinated, that once cooked, is separated
into its thin fibers to be served to the diner

metateòrico
Metateorico is a construct that refers to those who study of a thoughtful and constructive way a theory provided by
another scientist. The metateorico is a kind of vigilante epistemic which gives reinforcement and scientific robustness to
a theory with your analysis. Metatheory is the theory of the theory. It might be the case that the theory tested by their
epistemic weaknesses is falseable and therefore detachable.

transcomplejidad
Transcomplejidad is a categorical concept emerging, typical of the epocalidad of postmodernism, in the come together
synergistically transdisciplinarity and complexity epistemic categories.It means a form of see, perceive, approaching,
build and deconstruct the social reality from different perspectives multidisciplinary, holistic, integrals, complex in
uncertainty environments, where the actor in a cycle of recursive learning and Unlearning, ruptures and emergence of
paradigms, apprehend and desaprehender, constructs, deconstructs and reconstructs the knowledge that defines and
redefines the reality

unigénito
Unigenito in reference to Christ as son of God, does not mean only son, that that condition is contrary to the same Bible.
St. Paul says, who accepts Christ and believed in is son of God. Hence unigenito means " the same origin " or " the
same gene or genesis ". Does this mean that Christ and God has a common origin.


